OUTSYSTEMS FOR WORKPLACE INNOVATION

Create a Modern, Flexible Office
Space For Your Employees to Thrive
Create a modern workspace that minimizes real estate costs, ensures employee health & safety, and gives your
workforce the flexibility they demand. Point-and-click to provide employees with an easy-to-use desk booking
system and optimize your office space based on real-time occupancy data. Automate workflows for check-ins or
sanitizations and quickly make changes as new regulations arise.

75% of hybrid or remote knowledge workers say their
expectations for working flexibly have increased.

Many organizations think they can access new pools
of talent with fewer locational constraints, and
significantly reduce real-estate costs.

Source: Gartner

Source: McKinsey

Invest in a Modern Office Management Application

Give your workforce the flexibility
they demand

Optimize your office space and
real-estate costs

Ensure employee health & safety, and
keep pace with evolving regulations

Allow your workforce to easily book office
space when needed in a convenient mobile
app. Make your full remote or hybrid
workers’ lives easier by accessing offices
safely, or booking a desk or a meeting
room. Have your company recognized
as an innovative, digitized employer that
cherishes its human capital.

Provide your facility managers real-time
back-office views of physical space usage,
and help them break free from unnecessary
real-estate and maintenance costs.
Rearrange and optimize your office spaces
in a dedicated panel, acting upon real-time
data - utilization, occupancy, or movement
paths - and transition to a modern,
cost-effective workplace.

Quickly deploy contact tracing, automated
sanitization scheduling, and vaccine
status-tracking in a single mobile app to
conveniently ensure healthy, fully-staffed
operations. Help your office employees feel
safe by closely following new health & safety
requirements and rapidly updating app
functionality for ongoing compliance.

Customers who already built successful Office Management Systems

Learn how Sage embraced the future of work in under six
weeks and how the development of their MyWorkSpace app
improved their work flexibility and collaboration.

Watch how Allegro delivered an Employee Safety App in just 2
weeks, ensuring their on-site workers complied with all health
& safety precautions.

Read the Sage story

Watch Allegro’s testimonial

Key capabilities you can quickly put in place - all adaptable to your Office Management needs

• Facilitate safe access to offices
• Allow employees to book desks or meeting rooms ahead of time
• Track and report vaccination/testing statuses
• Automate check-ins/outs and trigger automated sanitization
requests

• Manage multiple offices in a single application
• Monitor real-time desk occupancy and space utilization
• Rearrange spaces on a floor plan based on utilization data
• Control your on-site, remote, and hybrid worker rostering
Start with our Office Management Application and tailor it with the features you need the most
Employee Mobile App

Office Manager Backoffice

Desk booking

Company health policies

Office floorplan setup

Meeting room booking

Vaccination / Testing statuses

Floorplan heatmap data

Employee directory and
“people finder”

Automated sanitization
requests

Desk reservation monitoring

Campus navigation

Automated check-ins/outs

Real-time desk occupancy and
space utilization

Automated sanitizations
dashboard
On-site, remote and hybrid
workforce rostering
Vaccination / Testing statuses
control
Office lighting controls

Start Embracing the Modern Workplace Today
Talk to an Expert

